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No one will question that democratic socialism, 
both as a concept and as a political reality, has a 
long history. But in the upheaval of the passage 
into the last decade of this century particularly 
in those areas of Europe governed until now by 
communism - this history has become dramati
cally relevant to the world today. At the beginning 
of the 1990s several socialist parties in Europe -
social democrats as we have traditionally called 
ourselves in Central Europe and Scandinavia -
could boast 100 or even up to 125 years of effort 
in the pursuit of political liberty and social libera
tion. In the summer of 1989 lnternational Social
ists commemorated the founding of the Socialist 
International in París 100 years ago. 

On the road so far there have been not only 
successes, but also tragic miscalculations and 
schisms. The danger of fascism was not taken 
seriously enough to avoid its wars of conquest. At 
the end of the Second World War, however, as 
after the First World War, democratic socialists 
and social democrats played an especially import
ant role in the reconstruction of several countries. 
Toe international community of these parties and 
movements spread beyond Europe, with much 
more vigour and influence than before. The post
Stalinist crisis in countries with communist 
governments proved the correctness of democratic 
socialists who had pointed out not only differences 
in degree, but also in basic principies, between 

communism and social democracy. E ven in lead
ership circles, 'reformism' carne back on the 
agenda. Parties' names changed as well, although 
naturally their content continued to be more 
important than their la bel. 

The fact remains that the question of the future 
of democratic socialism is still open. A renowned 
liberal considers that the moment has arrived to 
proclaim the end of the century of social democ
racy because its mission - in industrialised 
countries - has been accomplished with the estab
lishment of democracy and a welfare state. The 
twilight of the gods of Soviet communism, the 
ecological dangers of the self-destruction of 
humankind, together with the growing poverty of 
the Third World, have engendered doubt in sorne 
people whose objective has been to work for a 
socialist future. Ideas which for more than a 
century had promised to cure society of its most 
serious ailments seemed to be out-of-date. Such 
new challenges need new responses. After a 
decade of debate and constructive work, a series 
of countries offer preliminary, but workable solu
tions. The Socialist Intemational Congress held in 
Stockholm in June 1989 passed a new declaration 
of principies which offers a realistic perspective of 
a world at peace, which is fair, democratic and 
environmentally intact. As is evident, the debate 
will continue. But with this new declaration of 
principies, democratic socialists have, without 
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doubt, asserted their right to participate in the 
shaping of the twenty-first century. 

Parallel to a realisation of the new principies, 
many of the member parties of the Socialist Inter
national are engaged in an ín-depth debate about 
new programmes. Regardless of the extent to 
which the conditions and direction of this policy 
renewal are changed, now or in the future, the 
basic principies are still valid. The aspirations of 
democratic socialists are social justice, democratis
ation, the establishment of an effective economic 
system based on constitutional respect for human 
rights. In short, democratic socialism aspires to a 
free and equal society. Democratic socialists have 
taken various routes, but their common values are 
fundamental. Toe values go back to working-class 
experience, national liberation movements, and 
the cultural tradition of mutual aid and solidarity 
in many parts of the world. They draw their inspi
ration from different religious and humanist tra
ditions. Regardless of cultural and ideological 
differences, all socialists embrace the ideal of a 
democratic world socíety at peace, in freedom, 
with justice based on mutual solidarity. 

NEW REFLECTIONS ON PROGRESS 

How can we promise progress in a world 
plagued by incessant destruction of the environ
ment, wasteful use of resources, vertiginous tech
nological development and arms arsenals which 
threaten our existence? Toe key answer is that 
the course of history has been oriented towards 
progress. This obvious point, unquestioned for an 
entire century, was for a long time shared by 
democratic socialists, liberals, and at times con
servatives, as well as more than a few who 
embraced the promise of communism. 

Condorcet, philosopher of progress at the time 
of the French Revolution, argued shortly after 
1789 that the dynamic of history consists in a 
necessary evolution toward increased freedom, 
happiness, harmony, and human skill in taming 
the natural environment. This idea has exerted a 
profound effect ever since political tendencies 
were organised into parties. However, contro
versy arase with respect to the significant question 
of how to promote such a development in the 
most efficient and just manner. The key tapies in 
this historical dispute were the nature of demo
cratic principies, the role of distribution, the 
demand for justice, and the question of econ
omic, social and political conditions for real free
doms. In this controversy with other political 

forces democratic socialism is behind schedule 
with respect to what it offered originally, but it 
can nevertheless offer a positive overall balance 
sheet. It is impossible to deny progress towards 
greater democracy, increased security and 
enhanced social freedom in those countries with 
strong social democratic or socialist parties. 

Nonetheless, the possibilities and conditions of 
progress, and progressive ideals, have suffered 
profound changes and become in turn a subject 
of political controversy. Progress in economic and 
social policy are not necessarily complementary: 
they may even be opposed one to another. New 
technical advances are considered in and of them
selves as representing progress. But they usually 
prove to be a risk to nature, without necessarily 
guaranteeing social welfare or individual or col
lective freedoms. This means that we have to 
think again about what we mean when we speak 
of progress. Toe concept cannot be lefa in the 
hands of those who avail themselves of it to 
ornament policies bereft of either liberty or wel
fare. But the simple and even stubborn persist
ence with which this guiding principie has been 
treated and defended for more than a century 
does not bring us any closer to our objective. On 
the contrary- in the words of Jean Jaures, spoken 
on the threshold of this century - the coals and 
not the dross of democratic socialism's tradition 
must be preserved. In other words, we must dare 
to think radically in arder to show which ideals 
are still valid and which must be modified to 
achieve a democratic socialism. 

CHALLENGES POSEO BY THE NEW 
TECHNOLOGIES 

Since the Second World War, for the first time 
in history, extraordinary technologies confer the 
capacity of posing a death threat to the continued 
life of the species and the natural environment. 
Our sense of responsibility demands a new look 
at how we must modify our behaviour in arder to 
avoid gambling on - and thereby losing - the 
possibility of enjoying safe and self-sustaining 
life-systems. lt is increasingly recognised that 
chemical, biological and atomic systems of mass 
destruction have become a grave risk for all 
human life. Their potential effects know no 
limits. These systems are automated and thereby 
error-prone. They risk being used on a pseudo
rational calculation of success inasmuch as their 
accuracy gives an advantage to surpríse attack. 

The welcome easing of tension in current rela-
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tions between the nuclear powers, and the easing 
of tension in general between the East and West, 
does not alter the fact that over-armament consti
tutes a permanent threat to human life in numer
ous areas of the world. This risk should be 
obviated by a realistic policy for peace. Demo
cratic socialism, as a historical and theoretical 
movement advocates a worldwide policy of 
mutual safety and security. We stand resolutely 
for the purpose of guaranteeing peace by increas
ing intemational cooperation. 

On the other hand, for the first time in history, 
we also have civilian technologies which confer the 
power to damage and even irreparably destroy the 
fundamental natural elements of life. These tech
nologies are destructive elements which are 
incompatible with the laws of natural cycles: we 
fill the air, water and earth with products derived 
from our scientific-technical civilisation, and 
thereby jeopardise the natural regeneration of the 
environment. Toe contradiction between what we 
can achieve from a technical perspective and the 
consequences which we inflict upon nature have 
intensified since the scientific and technological 
revolution of the eighteenth century. The task 
confronting us is to harmonise the techniques 
employed far the domination of nature with our 
responsibility toward future generations. Never
theless, renouncing technical progress would not 
bring us closer to the realisation of the objective. 
It would be a negative rather than a positive 
answer. What we need, from an ecological per
spective, are more intelligent and Iess harmful 
techniques and procedures and products. The 
democratic socialism of the coming years must 
establish itself as a defender of an enduring devel
opment coordinated worldwide. 

Human dignity, individualism and self
determination were always guiding ideals of 
democratic socialism. A technology left to its own 
devices, not only could undermine human dig
nity, but humanity itself. Genetic engineering is 
one of the most alarming examples of how 
advanced technology acquires a political charac
ter. The same can be said of atomic energy, new 
communication techniques or new production 
systems. Because their risks affect all of us the 
decisions on altematives should be made in the 
framework of political principies. A political proj
ect for the future must develop objectives and 
procedures far a democratic control of tech
nology. This does not involve obstacles to pro
gress. What is involved instead is that decisions 
affecting the future of the world should not be 
taken only in laboratories and board meetings. 

The future of democratic socialism 

THE CHALLENGE OF THE WORLD 
ECONOMY 

For the first time in history we can talk of a 
true globalisation of travel and telecommunica
tions, economic relations, and flows of money 
and capital. Never before has economic develop
ment in one part of the world had such direct and 
enduring effects on the rest of the plan et. U nder 
these circumstances, high interest rates in finan
cia! centres increase the debt crisis. Exorbitant 
repayment obligations and the flight of capital 
freeze development with a serious social, eco
logical and political consequences. Increasing 
numbers see themselves oppressed in the impov
erished economy of the informal sector. Depri
vation and misery exhaust both people and 
natural resources. And mounting social tensions 
endanger fragile democracies which, in many 
cases, have only recently been established. 

Meanwhile, in the world markets a savage 
struggle is waged to obtain advantages in compe
tition. Toe poor countries do not grow; many 
African countries are even regressing, without 
hope for the future. Structural reconversion is a 
challenge in all parts of the world. But too often 
it means adjusting to less than befare. In the 
industrialised countries of Western Europe the 
costs of structural reconversion are massive, with 
persistent unemployment and social stress caused 
by the new requirements of mobility and adapta
bility. Toe law of the stongest and fittest, and the 
methods of Manchesterian capitalism are gaining 
popularity. Fascinated by the growth in the Far 
East, sorne 'modemising' conservatives intend to 
lessen the importance of the welfare state. But 
their efforts to implant Thatcherism at a world
wide level will be countered by the forces of 
democratic socialism, and thereby overcome. 

'lt is vital to recognise that the political groups 
( and trade unions) whose birth stemmed from the 
struggle against the abuses of capitalism, were 
more concerned with the distribution of income 
than with management. But such questions of 
economic management could not be postponed 
indefinitely. Besides which, there was the crisis 
produced by the deterioration of the so-called 
socialist economies in the Soviet U nion and its 
allies. The differences between democratic social
ism and authoritarian collectivism became 
obvious, not only partially, but overall. We are in 
favour of economic competition, but against blind 
capitulation to the markets, not least to the world 
market. We need public responsibility in their 
management and close intemational cooperation. 
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Going it alone leads to a dead-end street, since 
national and state law provisions can easily be 
obviated by companies and banks which do busi
ness worldwide. Toe European Community's 
greater involvement in social and ecologícal issues 
constitutes a comprehensive project of coopera
tion at a regional level worthy of support. But in 
arder for regionalisation not to result in the 
undesirable formation of blocks and protectionist 
wars, there also must be interregional agree
ments. 

No one doubts any longer that unrestrained 
industrialisation causes global damage. However, 
in many places the dangers to the environment 
have contributed to a radical change of conscious
ness. That these risks do not respect borders was 
demonstrated by the clouds of radiation which 
emanated from Chernobyl. The fact that the 
consumption of resources in industrialised 
countries causes global environmental catas
trophes was known long befare the discovery that 
the hale in the ozone layer was continuing to 
expand. People are gradually beginning to under
stand and appreciate that the global destruction 
of the environment is to a large extent accelerated 
by underdevelopment. The Brundtland Commis
sion 's report for the United Nations has concen
trated above all on the global dimension. The 
Socialist lnternational statement presented in 
Stockholm supported this strategy for ecological 
security. 

Many advances would have been made already 
if people thought at a global level and acted at a 
local level in a responsible way. Industrialised 
societies have the financia! means and technical 
capability for an ecological transformation. lt 
should be possíble to awaken sufficient political 
interest and will to restrain short-range economic 
interests. Global environmental problems will not 
be resolved solely because the industrialised 
countries in the East and West reduce their 
domestic risks. Global action is necessary. If one 
knows that everyday poverty obliges millions of 
people tó exploit and deplete nature's resources, 
then one must work to ensure that the South 
progresses not only in terms of the environment 
but also in terms of human dignity. lt is not 
enough to sound the alarm about encroaching 
deserts, and about new evidence concerning the 
risks of climatic change caused by the destruction 
of tropical forests. We must likewise be willing to 
change development strategies on a worldwide 
scale. In this regard, democratic socialists have 
an especially important role to play. 

BUILDING THE FUTURE 

New threats are not only negative; they also 
offer exceptional opportunities for collaborating, 
joining forces and overcoming oppression and 
inequalities. The democratic socialism of the 
future must take advantage of these oppor
tunities. The long-range tendency towards the 
globalisation of politics demands adoption of new 
concepts of internationalism. We have been - and 
are - against decision-making on the basis of self
interest. We favour both responsibility and 
decision-making by common consent, especially 
international cooperation. At the same time, 
complete independence of its member parties has 
always been a key principie for the Socialist 
International. Nevertheless we must devote our
selves to closer collaboration, since common con
sideration of problems requires concerted 
political action. Arriving at a consensus is not 
always easy, not even in the socialist group of the 
European Parliament. However, progress at an 
international level is possible if individual 
interests are restrained. This is an urgent matter 
given the opposition of established forces. We 
cannot allow ourselves to move at a snail's pace. 
Taking into account that the margins of national 
political action are more and more narrow, inter
national cooperation is becoming a special necess
ity for democratic socialists. 

With a view to a democratically organised 
world society, we must organise international 
cooperation in arder to achieve agreements on 
peace, the economy, the environment and devel
opment, technology and other issues. The updat
ing of the internationalist traditions of the 
socialist movement will have to be a comerstone 
of our future policy. The contrast between the 
well-being of industrialised societies in the north
ern hemisphere and the areas of misery in the 
southern hemisphere resounds more notoriously 
and unbearably than ever befare. Underdevelop
ment and millions of deaths caused by starvation 
are the fatal destiny of a large part of humanity. 
Today there are more than 800 million people 
languishing in the most absolute poverty; they 
lead a deplorable existence far below mínimum 
life standards. These numbers will continue to 
grow if the present trends of demographic growth 
continue. 

The injustice of the world economic system, of 
international financia! relations and military 
expenditure, obstruct the progress which could 
ensure basic sustenance for all. The daily threat 
to life offends human dignity .· Bringing it to an 
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end is in the interest of both the North and South. 
Only mutual balance and equilibrium will enable 
us to achieve a world at peace, and global well
being. We need a world in which ali people have 
the chance to gain a reasonably safe and secure 
existence and dignified life. Solidarity should be 
a worldwide value. For this reason democratic 
socialism must exert itself more forcefully to 
create conditions in the South which permit stea
dier, firmer progress. We need a new ordering of 
international relations and of the corresponding 
international institutions so that the interests of 
the South are taken properly into account. In this 
sense - as already stressed by the Socialist lnter
national - savings from anns cuts should benefit 
the developing countries. 

Thus the principies of a democratic socialist 
future imply: 

• a new policy of mutual security, developing
the recent openings between the East and
the West;

• an ecological transformation of industry and
developing societies;

• a social dimension to innovation and techni
cal change;

• a major shift in North-South relations.

These basic objectives should make possible a 
policy which is valid for the future, regardless of 
the differences which may exist between societies 
in other respects. Such changes should replace an 
assumption of linear growth with a concept of 
self-critical progress. It has been held by sorne 
that spontaneous economic growth automatically 
produces more liberty, justice and personal hap
piness. Today, this idea has been discarded. This 
does not mean that we must distance ourselves 
from the objectives of emancipation, but rather 
that we must be more sensitive, critica! and atten
tive to the length of time needed to achieve a free, 
safe and secure life for ali people. Democratic 
socialism therefore continues to be the historical 
movement for progress. Of course, it is clear that 
previous paths are no longer valid or lead us in 
the wrong direction. But the democratic socialist 
movement has a historical obligation to defend 
and organise the new progress. 

NEW POSSIBILITIES FOR DIALOGUE 

Toe newest and most encouraging feature of 
change evident today is the fact that key leaders 
have recognised that the interests of mankind 
should overrule the interests of any one group or 

The future of democratic socialism 

region. If the reform programmes in the Soviet 
Union, which were linked to the name of Mikhail 
Gorbachev, gained strong support, the results 
would be of tremendous importance for the entire 
world, and the same is true with regard to the 
succcess of the democratic revolutions in Central 
and Eastern Europe. Both are temporarily 
obscured by a relapse into an objectively obsolete 
nationalism. 

One of the most important signs of hope in our 
time is the beginning of a new dialogue that 
heightens the awareness of the general interests 
of humanity. Attitudes of understanding and 
cooperation have displaced dogma at key levels 
of international relations. In spite of discrepan
cies and differences, the space for a common 
point of view is expanding, which will beoefit the 
whole political spectrum. Toe democratic socialist 
movement can and should guide such a dialogue 
between different positions, values and ideas. lt 
should thereby be able to make a positive contri
bution to the development of a new political 
culture at the international level, promoting 
debate and encouraging diversity, while seeking 
joint solutions to common problems. 

Even allowing for recent changes in the Soviet 
Union there are still important differences in 
fundamental values, and in attitudes towards 
human rights. Toe differences concern a range of 
social and political issues, including the form and 
functions of democracy, and the structure and 
scope of pluralism. Certainly there is no magic 
formula for realising social change without con
flict. Democratic socialists are conscious both of 
the difficulty of guaranteeing social justice in a 
market economy and of the energy necessary to 
guarantee and develop democracy and constitu
tional forms of government. We are ready to 
contribute our experience, but we cannot offer 
infallible recipes. 

THE MAIN OBJECTIVE: HUMAN RIGHTS 

A key to the future is the defence of human 
rights. Democratic socialists are not going to 
waver on this issue. Regardless of the different 
routes to reform chosen worldwide for entering 
the twenty-first century, protection of human 
rights is the basis for progress in either the North 
or South, East or West. But democratic socialists 
consider themselves to be unconditional defend
ers of human rights. In the future, if possible, 
we will be even more inflexible when denouncing 
human rights violations, and we will, as energeti-
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cally as possible, demand changes where guaran
tees are inadequate. The liberal rights of freedom 
cannot be ignored, but they are not the only 
important ones. We also oppose the interpreta
tion, defended by traditional communists, that 
the rights of social protection are the sole essen
tial ones. For the sake of human dignity, human 
rights cannot be ranked, divided or set off one 
against the other. The liberal rights of freedom, 
the democratic rights of participation, and the 
social rights of protection are conditioned each 
by the other. Only together and jointly can they 
guarantee human liberty. 

Equality between men and women is a great 
challenge for the democratic socialists of the 
future. Anyone who takes human rights seriously 
must fight for complete social equality of men and 
women. lt is only on this basis that we can take 
full advantage of opportunities for society's pro
gress and ensure the values, ways of thought and 
experience that women contribute to the human
isation of society. All societies are confronted 
with this challenge, although sorne have further 
to travel than others in order to achieve this 
equality. 

FOR AN OPEN AND DEMOCRATIC 
SOCIETY 

lt is not by chance that many reformers in 
communist, or formerly communist, countries 
have rediscovered a large part of that which has 
concerned the democratic socialist movement 
through its history. When capitalist domination 
and market forces were perverting the bourgeois 
revolution's call for liberty, socialists claimed that 
freedom would only become real when it applied 
in all domains. An equal and effective freedom 
can only exist when people can jointly and dem
ocratically decide those issues which affect their 
common lives. Establishing a politically guaran
teed and socially comprehensible democracy is 
the focal point of the democratic socialist vision. 
The dignity of human beings and their inalienable 
right to take personal decisions themselves, and 
other decisions democratically, is central to that 
vision. 

The vision of a democratic society is the 
common bond between democratic socialists 
around the world: it meaos independent organis
ation in the world of work, society's shared 
responsibility with regard to economic progress, 
and effective control of political and economic 
power. This excludes both centralised state power 

over the meaos of production and the domination 
of priva te property independent from society. 
Social control of economic power includes market 
relationships. When the market does not ignore 
social responsibility it is a better mechanism for 
economic regulation than centralised bureaucracy 
can be. 

Democratic socialist parties determine the 
instruments of social control in severa! ways 
based on the differences which exist between the 
level of progress in their respective countries and 
their different traditions. The role of prívate 
enterprise, cooperatives, the tendency towards 
associations, co-management arrangements and 
the planning framework are emphasised and 
valued differently. They all coincide completely, 
however, in the basic idea of a mixed and demo
cratic economic system. Economic democracy is 
also a fundamental goal for the future, because it 
guarantees the dignity of working people, is an 
instrument for controlling power, and because 
social participation in economic decisions will 
continue to be necessary. It is also an essential 
condition to make effective the fight against the 
injustice of unemployment. 

lndustrialised societies in the West have for 
sorne time witnessed an unprecedented trend to 
individualism; this trend has its origins in 
improved social well-being, increased possibilities 
for education and training, and the existence of 
basic social guarantees. Deeply-rooted, tra
ditional ways of life are disappearing. The same 
can be said in general about the former culture of 
the workers' movement, which for almost a cen
tury made possible a collectivism in which work
ers and their families, from the cradle to the 
grave, could feel protected and secure. This cul
ture of solidarity has lost much of its significance. 
Many male and female workers and employees in 
the professions, with a good salary and edu
cational background, have never known this col
lective experience. They often develop a 
pronounced individualist consciousness and con
sider themselves to be the authors of their own 
success and circumstances. They also enjoy, at ali 
levels, the possibility of choosing among various 
alternatives, or in other words, a margin of 
manoeuvre for their freedom which was never 
befare available to workers. Conservative and 
neo-liberal circles often embody this new individ
ualism successfully. However, in policy terms the 
eventual results may well be a lowered standard 
of living, reduced social safeguards and reduced 
educational opportunities. In such case, the 
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margin of manoeuvre for workers' individual lib
erty would be considerably reduced. 

THE NEW CHALLENGE 

Ali of this means a new challenge for demo
cratic socialism in the developed industrialised 
societies. For sorne groups such a programme -
at first glance - may not seem to be an acceptable 
vision of the future. On the one hand we must 
welcome new possibilities for freedom - the 
choice .of opportunities and lifestyles, new forms 
of communication and work - precisely because 
we support individual freedom. On the other 
hand, we also must make it clear that certain 
social conditions are necessary for the individual 
freedom of the weak and dependent. Toe new 
individualism itself is based on specific social 
conditions. 

Thus the chance for democratic socialism to 
advance new and credible perspectives cannot be 
fulfilled only by calls for solidarity. Rather it 
means presenting specific economic, ecological, 
educational and cultural programmes which meet 
real social needs in such a way that a high degree 
of individual freedom can be achieved by ali 
members of society. Toe shape of the industri
alised societies of the future will be determined 
not only by new technologies at work but also by 
the impact of such technologies on life itself. With 
sorne reason, it has been claimed that these will 
be 'risk societies'. But this means not only risk to 
health and life at work. Wider social concerns 
also must be addressed when confronting new 
technologies. 

For instance, there is a risk that an ever
increasing number of people due partly to a 
shortening of working time - will find themselves 
reduced to the role of passive consumers of 
services fostered by powerful leisure groups. 
Under such conditions, fewer people would be 
a ble to gain their own experience in life, or 
develop their own individual creativity. The result 
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would be a society which produced more wealth, 
and allowed more comfort, but reduced more 
people to a state of passivity and dependency. lt 

would fulfil Aldous Huxley's forecast of an unac
ceptable 'negative utopía'. 

Therefore, today as much as at the outset, 
democratic socialism must concern itself with the 
wider realm of freedom. This means both ensur
ing personal choice and making it possible for 
individuals, through joint action, to achieve 
together what they cannot gain by acting only by 
themselves. This vision demands no modification. 
In a society which is both determined, and 
increasingly threatened, by consumerism, politi
cal culture plays a key role. Cultural policies must 
not only provide access to the widest possible 
range of experience, but also offer chances for 
individual self-expression in such a way that we 
become the masters of this scientific and technical 
civilisation, and not its victims. In contrast with 
the passing fashions of a manipulative leisure 
industry we need cultural policies to liberate 
individual and social creativity. 

CHANCES FOR THE FUTURE 

Today's world not only embodies new risks; it 
also provides unprecedented opportunities. We 
need to ensure that the scientific and technical 
revolution is in harmony with nature; that it can 
increase employment and job security, and also 
improve living standards and lifestyles under 
conditions of increased leisure. For this the 
revolution needs to be consciously shaped not 
only with a view to a better future, but also with 
a vision for humanity. This meaos the democratis
ation of society and decision-making. lt also 
means a worldwide democratic society which can 
achieve peace and cooperation between peoples 
in an increasingly complex society. For demo
cratic socialists, such a future is not only a vision, 
it also is a practica! agenda for respecting human 
dignity. 
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